CONFERENCE ON BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

No . 7

April 1965

THE NEW YORK

MEET ING . • •

With pla!}es grounded or diverted by fog and r ain ,
attendance -- about twenty - - was below that anticipated. Can~dian members were particularly unlucky .
The general air of the meeting was unusually good ,
however, and there was noticeably longer time for
discussion of papers and Conference business than
heretofore. It is felt that if our petition to establish ourselves as a permanent Group is granted
by the MLA , future arrangements will be greatly
facilitated and information about programs will interest a number of people who for one reason or
another have been unable to meet with us.
Mr. Kil lam's paper , "Kurtz' s Country, 11 had been
reproduced and was circulated. A summary follows :
Joseph Conrad ' s HEART OF DARKNESS presents Africa
as a land where "pagan practices" and "moral turpitude" dominate; savagery is the background of all
man , and given the proper setting it may dominate
the European's actions . Less prominent authors following Conrad who shared these attitudes include
Llewellyn Powys, Francis Brett Young, A.E.H. Southon
and Lady Dorothy Mills. This small group in the romantic-realistic tradition is especially concerned
with the struggle between "good" (middle-class morality) and "evil" (Africa). In contrast, we have a
sizeable group of later writers producing adventure
.. ,.-··or love stories with Africa serving merely as an
exotic background.

Implications of Africa's power to bring out the
atavistic are found in Margaret Peterson's DUST OF
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DESIRE and in the work of A.J. Dawson, Adam Broome
and Herbert Best. After one fashion or another,
Conrad's belief that heathenism may conquer Euro=
pean religious belief is supported in Powys 0 BLACK
LAUGHTER, Southon 1 s THE WHISPERING BUSH, Young 1 s
THE CRESCENT MOON, and Mills' THE DARK GODS.
The novels discussed in this paper. have , in common, Africa as a setting for the deve lopment and
destruction of the European character. Primitivism
is the destructive power; moral issues are the
primary concern, with awareness of the evil inherent in human nature. Conrad is especially effective
in making the setti ng "a special di mension of the
action of the novel." He also, and to a lesser degree Powys, is successful in portraying the corruption of civilized man.

*

Mr. Povey's paper, "The Theme of Exile in South
Afri can Poetry, " was read by the author (to whom
we apologize for the misspelling of bis name in our
last number). Summary:
Though numerous Commonwealth writers migrate to
London because the literary climate there is more
favorable, South Africans go also as escapists
from political tension. Such self~imposed exile
results inevitably in preoccupation with the homeland as a theme, with the emotion registered vary-ing from the seeming indifference of Plomer through
r epudiation in Campbell and nostalgi a in Madge,
Prince and Wright. Those remaining are constantly
plagued by the need to consider the issue; consequentl y poets of this land, whether at home or
abroad, dwell much on politics.
Plomer, like Campbell, left as a young man and
settled comfortably into English literary life; but
even so he shows twinges of regret. Currey, who
after attending Oxford remained in England, attempts to reason away his feeling of exile (in
"Song"), Madge ("Delusions") and Prince indicate
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a similar nostalgia. Ma.cnab expresses s knowledge
and acceptance of exile t i nged strongly with defiance.
Peter, now in Canada, notes the crossing into another
hemisphere as a personal distance as well as ge~graphic change. Even Wright, who came to England at fourteen9 shows a growing nostalgia for the land of his
birth.
Thus the poets, though their minds abhor the cul•
tural and political climate of South Africa 9 cannot
blot out recollections of its beauty and fascination.
"Exile becomes their preoccupation; an exile to
which there is no alternative but which cuts the
heart with its alien isolation." In a technical
sense these poets are not a school, but they share
a mood of 10 love for the country which must be re,iected."
Disc~sion: May not even natives (eog•
West Indians) be exiles? Does the exile 11 lose bis
muse 11 '? Van Wyck Louw's recent attack on South African
writers in En~lish points up this motif (Afrikaners
can°t retreat). Are there baTriers in the South African situation not elsewhere? Australian and New Zealand examples may also be cited. Is nationality on the
wane in the face of a coming universal cul ture 9 with
Commonwealth w::riters perhaps somewhat ahead in t his
respect? What of Briti sh writers in Indi &, and Indians
who became estranged to India? ete.
Business Meeting
Adopted: a report by R.T. Robertson, giving prospective plans for an international conference at Penn
State U. in 1966 to survey opportunities in Common=
wealth literature, explore centralization of information, and serve as a general meeting-ground.
Adopted: a motion to petition the MLA for establishment of the Conference as a regular permanent
group: Group 15, Commonwealth Literatureo
Officers elected for 1965: Chairman, Jolm P. Matthews (Queen's U.); Sec~etary, Joseph Jones (U.Texas).
Adjournment.
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COMMONWEALTH CLASSICS (IV)

Grove 's THE MASTEI?. OF THE MILL (1944, repr. 1961)
The last ten yeaY-s haa seen a steady growth in the
:r.epute.tion of F!>ederick Yr.ilip Grove ~s pel'hspa Cana- ~
Wl'.'s g~eatest novelist to date . Dogged by an almost

cla$Sic set of adverse cir~r.mstancea, ~e produced,
while in constant economic distress, eight oovel0,
two volume~ of P.Bsays and an autobiography. For many
years all these works were out of print, b~t now
Malcolm Roos and McClel!aud & Stewart btwe perfomed.
the seTvi~e of including iwG of them -- OVER PRAIRIE
TRAILS and THE MASTER OF THE MILL -- in t,he papc:!"back New Canadian Lib:irar.y sei."ies .
Grove I o ea.x-lier p:rairie novel& p!"eoented his efJ,s~nt.ie.U.y tiragic view of life in the eoiupax-stiveJ.y c:5mp1e
t~smework of the pioneer 0 ~ atruggl~ to oubdu~ the
wilde:rnees of his enyi.:-onme:::rt s anr.!, at the same ti m::: ~

to build a lasting sei of human valuf"s vhich ""oultl
give the struggle gcme significan~e. T~ Grov?. th~se
two objectives too often s~e~d. tG be ~tually oestz,uctiv~ . The qual!tiee whfoh enabl~d one tv aucceed
in the one procees •-rere the factor9 of m.a:rvivel:
singl~-m.inded determination, a degrP,e of r~thleeDness , discipline. They teated and d~veloped the responair, which wao essential to individual int.egrit:7,
phy uical and morel. Yet these al oo b:re ·~u.e teet:,r.s
which kill the abiV.ty to commu.nicate, and to fov-0,

and be loved.

These novels give fo~m t9 a t~aditiona1 Canadl~n
preoccupation with the man•envfronment rela:l:,i3~ohip.
The e:dernaJ pc~T (natu!'!l.J ,

soc:lal or u.:-ba11) l ~

al~y~ @ol"ally neutral, indiffer~nt. TGe violence of
its extr2mea is r.andcm but H- fc.,.'-!es the ind:a_"'7iiut>.l
to st:ruggl1: to asssK"t his c-w:-1. bu.man Hy, TUE MAS'l'FT~
OF TUE MILL enlargeo the examin~ti0n of thiP the~

to an industrial scciety; the mill takes ~n tho
attributes forme.:ly given to na.ture fo the pre.irie
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novels, and the issues universal to twentieth-century
. industrial man are analyzed from the vantage point of
Canadian frontier experience. Beyond question this
is a novel which is assured of a place among the most
thought-provoking of Commonwealth Classicso
J.P. Matthews
Queen's University
AFRICAN

WRITING

IN

GERMANY • • •

The interest of Germany in the literatures of Africa is closely associated with colonial enquiry and
missionary endeavour. Literary expression of African
literature in German is indeed a nineteenth century
occurrence but two centuries before that there was
an African writing in Germany in Latin; his name was
Amo.
German missionaries began collecting proverbs long
before the English or French. For instance as early
as 1853 Hans Nikolaus Rijs collected proverbs from
Twio ffii~istaller 's collection , also from Tvi. , was not
published until 1879 9 although of course this is
better known. Four years after Rijs, J.B. Schlegel
collected proverbs from Ewe and publ ished t hem i n
Stuttgart. A collection of Ga proverbs was also published. An early start was also made in the collection
of fables, many of them published in London by Germans -- S.W. K~lle's TALES AND FABLES OF KANURI (1854)
and C.F. Schleker•s fables from the Temne tribe (1861).
It was soon after that collections were made by English people; for instflllce Canon Callaway published a
collection of Xhosa proverbs in 1866 and Heli Chatelain a collection of Angolan folktales in 1894.
In many ways the folktale and the proverb pPovi de
the action and the re-action of life - - the cause
and effect. The folktale is, in one sense, the psy
chological wish of cosmic man, the moral his repression9 the riddle his conflict -- his admission of
0
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defeat . None of these are complete in themselves for
they are all mere assertions of aspects of universal
comprehension. Even the whole body of folklore has
to be seen within culture if it is to express a significant totality. An early start was made in German
in 1869 when GESCHICHTEN UND LIEDER DER AFRIKANER
was edited by August Seidel. It was divided into four
sections~- Egyptian, Hamitic, Bantu and a section
called "die Mischneger" ( the Mixed Negroes) ; only the
Bantus were "r~al" Negroes. Cendrar in his so-called
L 1 ANTIIOLOGIE NEGRE (1921) drew heavily on this for
a great deal of his material . But no nineteenth century account can be complete without mentioning the
great "fakers"; the best known is perhaps C.F. Damberger, whose TRAVELS TI-lllOUGH THE INTERIOR OF AFRICA
was published in translation i n England in 1801.
Later in that same year an anonymous pamphlet called
"Three Travellers Who Never Travelled at All" exposed
Damberger; he had indeed never been anywhere at all.
But he had the right attitudes and his heart was in
the right place when he denounced "the barbarous treata
ment which the unfortunate slaves experience from
these Christian cannibals ." It was a sentiment which
was to be expressed time and time again in the antislave literatm-e of the period. Another hoax, although
of a different nature, was Abb~ Gregoire 's LA LITER.A"
TUR DES NEGRES,
translated and published in 1809 in
Germany. Gregoire's purpose would seem to have been
simply this -- to prove that Negroes could write,
and he gave biographical accounts of Negroes who had
become absorbed into the European pattern of life.
The noble savage was almost a white man@
6
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German interest in African literature in the twentieth century is essentially Leo Frobenius. In a way
this is fortunate and unfortnnate. Fortunate because
Leo Frobenius, scholar though he was, managed to become a great populiser of the African way of life.
His FOLKTALES AND POETRY FROM AFRICA (1921-1924) run
into twelve volumes. But it was unfortunate because
in many ways i t hamstrung later German scholars,
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for many of whom Africa ends just before the beginning of the second world war. It was in the l870's
that German universities started studying the lingui stic, anthropological and ethnological cultures of
Africa. Their research worker was in many ways Frobenius, and this in many ways has tended to remain
the general pattern.
But there were a number of enterprising journals
which helped to inform and stimulate interest in
African Studies. Carl Meinhof 9 a professor at Hamburg9 was perhaps the most important pioneer in this
field. Two of the important ones of the period were
MITTEILUNGEN DES SEMINARS Ffm ORIENTALISCllE SPRACHEN,
which was started by the Uni versity of Berlin i n
1897 and which had yearly issues on oral African
literary topics 9 and ZEITSCHRIFT F0n. KOLONIALSPRACIIEN,
published at Hamburg. Perhaps in a way this intense
academic vivisection was cutting its own throat, destroying the spring of first sources. In ERLEBTE
ERDl'EILE (1929) the theory was first put forward
that with reading and writing the golden age of
creativity in Afri ca was dead.
The missionary had by then become a bit of a joke,
the -war had forced a grim unreality on the work of
the Africanists. That is why thei r most interesting
work was done before 1914 and very little after 1939.
This was of course not unconnected with the loss of
Germany's colonies.
At the moment there is an academi c interest in Africa and a more vir ile l ive l y one. There are four main
people on the academic side. There is Westermann who
wrote a grammar of Ewe. Ile was a professor at Hamburg
and afterwards at Berlin. Along with Baumann of Munich
and Thurvald 9 Westermann brought out in 1940 DIE VOLKER AFRIKA. Two other centres are Frobenius-criented
-- Frankfurt where Jensen carries on the teaching and
work of Frobenius, and Stuttgart where Dammann has
published DIE RELIGION.EN AFRIKAS (1963).

8
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The more virile African line is taken by Janheinz
Jahn. His SCHWARTZER ORPHEUS (1954) was an ambitious
first attempt, in that it was an all round anthology
of black verse. It has just gone into its second
edition in Germany and there are many new additions.
There is no doubt that there is a thorough account.
But my chief quarrel with it is that Jahn frequently
tries to "improve" on poems ; often he succeeds, sometimes he fails. In any event it is to be deplored .
But Jahn has done a great deal in Germany for African writing and African culture. Ilis MUNTU is the
most impressive account of the African cultural
cosmos. In addition Jahn has translated Cesaire and
Sengbor's complete poems and, with Ulli Beier,
another German, was a founder of BLACK ORPHEUS, the
most important periodical on the continent.
Two institutions deserve mention when one is con~
sidering German i nterest in the African literary
scene. There is the august Afrika Gesellscbaft in
Bonn, which publishes information on African coun~
tries in booklet form, and which has published the
only complete bibliography of African writing (although there are many mistakes) _a nd is about to
publish another. Also there is the Bayerische Akademie der Sch8nen Kflnste in Munich which frequently
arranges visits of African wri ters. In 1960 they
invited Cesaire, Senghor and U'Tamsi to participate
at a Poets' Conference and more recently Gabriel
Okara has paid a visit. In September of 1964 the
Berlin Festival devoted a week for African Poets
and Ulli Beier•s translation of one of Duro Ladipo's
Yoruba plays won a prize.
There is no doubt that there is an immense German
interest in African writing. At its most popular
level it is seen in heavily documented travel books
like Rolph Italiaander's ; on another level lt is
seen in the few first rate and many second rate
novels which have Africa as their setting. A good
novel based on real life experience is Herbert
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Kaufmann°s PFEILE UND FLOTEN ( 1960) , set in the Cameroons and showing the force of old against new. A
straight travel book is Kaufmann' s REITEN DURCH
IFORAS (1958) which is also serious and informative .
Of the bad writing, utilising old stock themes about
Africa, there are many examples. Friedrick Deich 9
for instance, has published a love story set in (of
all places! ) Fernando Po. A second rate writer who
exploits popular misconceptions is Arnold Krieger.
His novel tastefully entitled GELIEBT, GEJAGT UND
UNVh'RGESSEN (Loved, Chased and Never Forgotten) is
the story of a Negro girl Liza who is sold into
slavery.
The German interest is over a hundred years old
and in Germany one gets the impression that a great
deal is being done to encourage the Afri can writer.
For they realise, as few do, that this is the last
generation of Africans who stand close to the spring
of f irst sources. What they write is tradition; after
them the flow.
D.R. Dathome
University of Ibadan
TWO

l
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PRIZE PACKAGES

l. LITERARY HISTORY OF CANADA, Carl F. Klinck,
General Editor. Toronto: U. Toronto Press,
1965. 945 pp. $18.00.

2. POETRY IN AUSTRALIA, 2 vols., chosen by T.
Inglis Moore and Douglas Stewart. Berkeley:
U. California Press, 1965. $10. 50.
These two items are bracketed here not because
they are related in thought but because they are related in scholarly logistics, which is necessarily
the continuing concern of those who read this news~
letter. Each one signifies a major advance: Canada
has now a comprehensive hi story of her literature
in English 9 the work of a team of experts over

I

I:
I

I
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several years, and Australia has now a comprehensive
anthology of her poetry published outside national
confines. Both the distinguished university presses
involved are -- as all university presses properly
aspire to be -- international in scope, and there are
others like them. Although we do not look exclusively
to the academic press for seminal works such as these,
it seems likely that a great deal of pioneering work
is still to come from that source.
POETRY IN AUSTRALIA contains the work of approxi=
mately 150 separate poets, ranging from anonymous
balladry of the convict era on down to young moderns
like Randolph Stow. Moore and Stewart provide introductions aimed at being useful to new readers; appre~
ciative, almost over-modest in ~heir claims for the
merits of Australian poetry, free of pedantry. The
indexes of authors give brief biographical facts and
titles of books. There are no footnotes, no glossary;
now and then a reader may find himself wishing for
help not easy to come by, but for the most part he
will be able to travel easily through handsomely
printed text, bound in attractive green cloth. Both
editors, it should be noteo., are Australian poets
themse 1ve s.
LITERARY HISTORY OF CANADA., in forty chapters fol =
lowed by a critical conclusion of some length by
Northrop Frye, unquestionably will be the s~andard
reference for a long time to come. The subtitle,
"Canadian Literature in Engl i sh, 11 is no doubt intended chiefly to acknowledge the presence of another
part of Canadavs national literature in another tongue , but it also suggests the larger category of
which Canadian literature is a part, and upon which
volumes such as this one must exert more and more
influence. Somewhat the same note is sounded by
T. Inglis Moore when he begins his introduction to
POETRY IN AUSTRALIA by saying, '°Australian literature stands today 9 like American and Canadian
literatures, as a national body of writing in Eng-

11
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lish with its own distinctive character, traditions,
and idiom. It is no longer merely an antipodean twig
of the great tree of English literature, ••• " etc.

NEWS

&

NOTES

The JOURNAL OF COMMONWEALTH LITERATURE, edited by
Arthur Ravenscroft, to be published in London by
Messrs. Heinemann in association with the University
of Leeds, will begin publicat ion someti me during
1965. We hope to be able to include a notice in our
next number.

*
Professor Harold J. Oliver of the Uni versity of
New South Wales was a Visiting Lecturer on the
Clemson University campus during the week of Nov.
9•14, 1964, speaking on "Australian Literature and
the Comparative Study of Literature in English."
He gave two other lectures in the Department of
English on the Australian language and recent trends
in Shakespearean scholarship.
While at Clemson , Professor Oliver visited with
Professor Claud B. Green, who was a Fulbright Lecturer at the Universities of Sydney and Adelaide i n
1956 , Before arriving in South Carolina, Professor
Oliver had lectured at Teachers College, Columbia
University, and at Duke University.

*
John Q. Hays of Texas A. & M. Univer sity has l eft
to take up his duties a3 Visiting Professor of American Literature at the University of Cape Town , South
Africa.

*

Dr. William H. (Bill) Pearson of the University of
Auckland visited at Brown University, Indiana University, and the University of Texas in February of this
year on his way home from a year ' s leave in London.
Dr. Pearson is the author of a recent novel, COAL
FLAT , a student of Polynesian themes in literature~
and a critic .
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Mr. Adrian A. Roscoe, working in the postgradwite
school at McMaster University, is writing a thesis
on the new writers of Nigeria. After graduating in
England he held a two-year teaching appointment in
West Africa; hence this special interest.

*
The DAILY TELEGRAPH (Sydney) for February 23,
1965, contains an extensive interview with Professor
Bruce Sutherland, currently visiting in Australia.
Among topics discussed are comparisons between
Australian and American writers, the growing American interest in Australian poetry and fiction, and
the special collections in the Pennsylvania State
University library.

*
A special gift of 150,000 pounds has been offered
the City Council of Wellington, New Zealand, to provide a Little Theatre.

*
Every three years for the next twelve years, a
literary prize of 1,000 pounds is to be awarded to
a writer born in Africa or the Caribbean, for a book
published in English. This has been endowed by Sir
Jock Campbell, Chairman of the NEW STATESMAN board
and of the Booker Group. The first award, for a book
published in 1962~64, will be annoUDeed this summer.

*
Recent literary prizes awarded in New Zealand have
gone to Janet Frame, novelist, for SCENTED GARDENS
FOR THE BLIND and to Gordon Challis, poet, for BUILDIN

*
A special section beaded "Colllllonwealtb Literature"
with contributions by Conor Cruise O' Brien, Chinua
Achebe, Dan Jacobson, v.s. Naipaul, and Ronald Bryden,
appears in NEW STATESMAN for January 29, 1966.
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THE LITERARY REVIEW, edited by Desmond Pacey (U.
N<ew Brunswick) will appear during the aunnnsr.

*
Dr. Loring E. Harl, Chairman !>f EngHsh e.~ Norwich U. (Norlh:field, Vt.), and Pr.0f. S1:th C. IIawldna
a!'e cooperating to p!"{)du.c~ a cotu·se in Conm1on:,,re~l th
Li tsrattu:>e, prr, b&bly to be offered to En.gH 9h majc"'~a

as one cf the se~io~ semincr ~hcicss .

*
MAHF1L, ~ ~~~r.teTly of literatur€ from India an~
Paki. aim,. ;n Eng:.d sh trarAslation, has jU'.s-1:. publhhod
its fifth i!'lsue,

~

speci~JI. an0 devat.ed 12m:ti?'e1y ti:\

the 'lcted m.adi p.:ict and. r.,.ov91i::,t S.H.
Y&t8yay&~ 'Agyey~.' Andr~s~: B~x 39, Pester Il~li, U.
the wc:i"'k nf

Chfoago, C":i.CS!g;O 37. Annual 131abse:lfipt,j_on g $2 . 50.

*
Robin vi. Winks (Yall!) wiH bf! on leave in F,ngla.010
and Af~iea dt-..ring !965°66
0

El1Jia Pm:i.aksil (U . Dayton) ie et work tm a 1:1t.1dy c-f
R.K. N&-iraysn fo;.• Twayne 9 a Wedd Autho?'u Se:d~~
0

*
'fhe Tranac~iption Cent:ree 1 38 Dove:i:'.' S,:,., Lo!idcn W1,
is hcgim~~ng publi~ation of a montt:y ~ewole~te~,
CULTURAL EJi!ENTS IN .JURICA. Rate f o;c indi,.d oUd 1 s ,
$2.80 pe~ yeari special ratea foT llb~~ri~e .

*
RUDY.Ai.'W KIPLING Al-11) RIDER HAGGARD 1'HE RECORD OF
A FRIENDSIIIP 1 by Morton II. CobN-.. ( C:. t,y CoP ege N. Y. ),
wi"'.1 '1e publfoaed by Me'3s~s. H:...tchir-;;c-:n {Lor.den) on
Mey 24. It c~ntains the f1~st of K1pling 1 a lettere
tot~ edit~d fo~ publicationo
Harold

n.

* Novel in Nigedan appe!i,X°etl
CcHins 9 .s nThe
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recently in an N.C.T.E. publication, WRITERS OVER

THE JIORIZON.

*

William J. Cameron (McMaster U.) has just published in Spectrum Books a volume entitled NEW'
ZEA.LAND, which includes some allusions to New
Zealand literature.

*
"Henry Handel Richardson: An Annotated Bibliography," compiled and annotated by Verna D. Wittrock, a~pears in ENGLISH LITERATURE IN TRANSITION,
VII: 3 ll964), pp. 146-87,

*
We are grateful to the contributors of these nevs
items. Others arriving too late to be included this
time will be held over for the November number.

*
ITEMS

RECEIVED

ITugh Anderson, FAREWELL TO OLD ENGLAND: A BROADSIDE

HISTORY OF EARLY AUSTRALIA. Adelaide: Rigby, 1964.
212 pp.
This is Anderson's eighth book on the Australian ballad, and a very attractively conceived and executed
work it is. Beginning in 18th-century England with
a brief survey of ballad sellers, writers, and
printers, a total of ten chapters bring the transportees to Australia (unless shipwrecked -- there
are songs of shipwreck too), into the ferocity of
the early prisons with attendant prison-breaks and
bushranging, on towards permanent settlement on
the land and finally to the gold.fields. Chapter 7,
"The Weaker Vessels," is about the female convicts.
Texts, music, and annotations for about fifty ballads, together with much contemporary history inwoven.
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"
CANADIAN WRITERS/ ECRIVAINS
CANADIENS, ed. by Guy
Sylvestre, Brandon Conron and Carl F. Klinck.
Toronto : Ryerson , 1964. 163 pp. $8.50.
This short encyclopedia is useful in several particulars: for UJ)"'to-date information on writers and
their works, for numerous dates and titles (an index of titles is included} for selected critical
references, and for a chronological table, 16081960, with historical and literary dates, both
English and French-Canadian. Well over three hundred writers are included 1 both older and contemporary. An interesting gauge-needl e to the recent
productivity of Canadian literature appears in a
sentence prefixed to the chronological table: "For
the period 1960-1960 this list of literary and
historical events omits the creative writings of
individual authors. 11 Even so, it is instructive
to observe that half the space in the table ia
taken up by the period 1920-1960: forty years,
as against more than three hundred.
THE COMMONWEALTH IN BOOKS: AN ANNOTATED LIST. London:
National Book League 9 1964. 126 pp.- 5 shillings.
Briefly listed in our l ast number, this work meri ts
further comment as one of the more comprehensive
sources of bibliographical i nformation now available. First 9 it contains an attractive section of
childrenvs books; then under adult books there are
sections including sociology, politics, economics,
law, education, archeology-anthropology-religion,
natural history, cookery, art and architecture 9
language and literature, poetry-drama~music, history, geography~description- travel, biography-autobiography, fiction , and "Books in French from
Canadian Publishers ." In al1 1 there are 915
titles, of which about one-fourth are of direct
or tangential literary interest. Most titles were
published after 1960.
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